H2770  HARRY O : SUCH DUST AS DREAMS ARE MADE ON
(USA, 3/14/1973) [TV]
(Other titles: Such dust as dreams are made on)

Credits:  director, Jerry Thorpe ; writer, Howard Rodman.
Summary:  Pilot for a television detective series set in contemporary Los Angeles. In January 1969 Harlan Garrison (Sheen) and Walter Scheerer (Mineo) led a gang on a liquor store heist that resulted in a firefight with police. Harry Orwell (Janssen) was shot and his partner killed. Garrison and Scherer were never caught, and Garrison went into the Army and spent two years in Vietnam. Now out of the service, Garrison wants to hire Harry Orwell, now a private detective forced to retire from the force due to his 1969 injury. Garrison has been threatened by his former partner and his girlfriend, who are running a drug operation, and Garrison promises to pay for an operation to remove the bullet lodged in Harry's back. Orwell takes the unusual assignment and the result is an encounter with underworld gunmen, a crash course in the actual production of heroin from a police chemist, and a raid and firefight in a warehouse that leaves Harry blinded and Garrison and Scherer dead.
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